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The companyThis company is a multidisciplinary engineering and environmental consultancy

based in the UK. Offering a wide range of services, including but not limited to renewable

energy, geotechnical, civil, and structural engineering, and environmental impact assessments,

their team of experienced professionals provide expertise on a number of projects across the

UK, Europe, and internationally. With a strong focus on sustainability and modern

technologies and techniques, they always seek to deliver high quality projects in an

environmentally friendly manner.The roleWe are seeking an experienced Infrastructure

Asset Engineer to join the Infrastructure team working within the Highway Asset

Management Field. You will be play a vital role in supporting public sector clients to ensure

the maintenance of after built infrastructure.In short you willContinuous support to local

authorities to meet stakeholder satisfaction.Contributing to carbon baselines and recommend

and implement reduction strategies.Oversee and support the management and execution of

projects.Supporting long-term asset management plans for highway infrastructure, considering

factors such as asset condition, performance, and projected service life.Identifying risks to

highway infrastructure assets and developing risk mitigation strategies and contingency

plans to minimize the impact of potential asset failures or disruptions.About youAs

Infrastructure Asset Engineer you will work in an energetic environment and support the

infrastructure team. This role requires strong leadership skills, a deep understanding of

highways management, and a commitment to delivering exceptional resultsThe ideal

candidate will be able to demonstrateCivil Engineering degree or equivalent.Strong data

analytic skills and knowledge especially utilising Excel and GISPrevious experience in
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highway maintenance and familiarity with performance and management practices.Flair for

innovation and thinking differently.Excellent communicator and engages regularly with

stakeholders.Why apply?They have proudly announced they are a gender balanced teamA

funded professional institution membership and professional developmentWorking from a

newly refurbished office in Central Richmond for days you head into the office.A growing

international and welcoming teamA diverse management structure, with an open and honest

working environmentIf this sounds like your next role, get in touch with the Pave team today

to find out more or apply now!
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